PT „PARTIAL TRANSFER” – SECURITY LABEL
 This is a high tack security label. When lifted it leaves an „OPEN VOID”

security message on the application surface. Therefore tampering can be
traced at a glance.
 With the high tack characteristic it is useful for almost all kind of

applications: porous or non-porous even fibrous surfaces.
 These labels are heat and freeze resistant up to a certain level and thus

cannot be tampered with.
 Unlike other “VOID” tamper evident materials this has a further benefit in

that the residue which is left after removal can be easily and quickly rubbed
away.
 Partial Transfer labels can be customized by placing personalized markings,

company logo or optional barcode on the labels.
APPLICATION
 This type is mostly used for the sealing of bags, boxes and such

equipment where the residue left on the surface after removal does
not cause any problem. It is recommended for cards of fibrous
surfaces however it is not really effective on normal writing paper.
 Clean the surface before using the label!
 Recommended temperature: 15-25 °C. The adhesive reaches the
full efficiency in 10 minutes.
 Not recommended on rough surfaces.

 Test the label on the surface before use.

Seal type

Dimensions (mm)

PT

Standard
30 mm x 20 mm
58 mm x 20 mm
90 mm x 30 mm
110 mm x 30 mm

Partial transfer
security label

Material

OPP foil with
special adhesive

√

Further marking
facilities
√

Orange,
Sequential
numbered

Logo, barcode and
any special serial
number available

Stock version

All statements, technical information and recommendations herein are based on tests the Manufacturer believes to be reliable, but the
accuracy and completeness thereof is not guaranteed and the following is made in lieu of all warrantees, expressed or implied, including
the implied warrantees of merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller’s and Manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such
quantity of the product proved to be defective. Before using, User shall determine the suitability of the product for it’s intended use, and
User assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. Seller reserves the right to improve the product and accordingly
change the specification without notice. Neither Seller or Manufacturer shall be liable either in tort or in contract for any loss or damage,
direct, incidental or consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. No statement or recommendation not
contained herein shall have any force or effect unless in an agreement signed by officers of or Seller and Manufacturer.
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